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Summary
We develop an efficient method to calculate the broadband
seismic illumination and resolution. The point spreading
function of seismic image contains the full information for
illumination and resolution analyses. Physically, it is the
image of a point scatter. Therefore we can obtain the
illumination information by calculating the point spreading
function. We develop a method to better calculate the point
spreading function. The scattered waves from background
structure are eliminated, Noise from higher-order interscatter multiples are investigated and properly avoided. By
converting the point spreading function to the wavenumber
domain, methods for illumination and resolution analyses
in angle domain are also discussed.
Introduction
Migration image is one of the most important processing
techniques that map the reflection data to the target to
generate the subsurface image. Due to limited acquisition
aperture, complex overburden structure and target dipping
angle, the migration often generates a distorted subsurface
image. Seismic illumination and resolution analyses
provide a quantitative description on how the above
mentioned factors will cause the image distortion. These
analyses are vital in obtaining true reflection image, AVA
analysis, reservoir characterization as well as seismic
survey design and processing quality control. Traditionally,
seismic illumination and resolution analyses are performed
by ray or one-way propagator based methods (Gelius et al.,
2002; Lecomte, 2008; Xie et al., 2005, 2006; Wu et al.,
2006). To simulate the acquisition system, the wavefield
needs be extrapolated from all sources and receivers to the
subsurface. Angle decomposition needs be conducted
locally in the model space to construct the angle domain
illumination. The related computation is extremely
intensive. To be practical, the illumination analysis is often
conducted under a single (usually the dominant) frequency
and with limited number of sources and receivers. Recently,
the full wave equation based RTM has become the industry
standard. To be consistent with this trend, the broadband,
full-wave based illumination analysis method should also
be developed.
There are several attempts to calculate illumination based
on full-wave equation (Xie and Yang, 2008; Yang et al.,
2008; Cao and Wu, 2009; Yan, et al., 2014), but the
computations are intensive. Xie, et al. (2005, 2006), Wu, et
al. (2006); and Mao and Wu (2011) investigated the
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relationship between the image resolution point spreading
function (PSF) and the dip wavenumber domain
illumination. Cao, et al., (2013) proposed a method that
directly calculates the PSF from depth image, followed by
convert it into angle domain illumination. In this study, we
further investigate this method, focusing on the accuracy
and how to reduce the noise in calculating the PSF. The
scattered waves from background structure are eliminated,
and only pure scattered waves from point scatters are used
in generating the PSF. Noises from higher-order interscatter multiples between scatters are investigated and
properly avoided. We also develop the related methods for
illumination and resolution analyses.
Methodology
Consider using a source and a receiver located at x s and

x g to investigate the subsurface target region V (x)
centered at x . The signal generated by source interacts
with structures in the target region, and scattered wave can
be observed at surface as
u(x;x s ,x g ) = 2k0 ∫ G(x ′,x s )m(x ′ )G(x ′,x g )dx ′ ,
V

(1)

where k0 is the background wavenumber and m(x ′ ) is the
velocity perturbation. In migration, the surface data (1) are
injected to the subsurface, and the prestack depth image at
x ′′ can be expressed as

I(x, x ′′;x s ,x g )
= G( x ′′;x s )G( x ′′;x g ) ∫ m( x ′ )G ∗ ( x ′;x s )G ∗ ( x ′;x g )dx ′

. (2)

V

The Green’s functions can be decomposed into plane waves
within the target region
G(x ′;x s,g ) = ∫ G(k s,g , x ′;x s,g )eikx′ dk s,g
V

,

(3)

G(x ′′;x s,g ) = ∫ G(k s,g , x ′′;x s,g )eikx′′ dk s,g

(4)
.
Substituting (3) and (4) into (2), introducing k = k g + k s
V

and k c = k g − k s , and integrating with respect to k c ,
we obtain
I (x, x ′′;x s ,x g ) = 2k0 ∫ m(x,k)G ∗ (k,x;x s )G(k,x;x s ) ×
V

×G ∗ (k,x;x g )G(k,x;x g )eikx′′ dk

, (5)

where
m(x,k) = ∫ m(x, x ′ )eikx′ d x ′ .
V

(6)
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For an acquisition system composed of multiple sources
and receivers, (5) can be expressed as
I(x,k) = R(x,k)m(x,k) ,
(7)
where
R(x,k) = 2k0 ∑ G ∗ (k,x;x s )G(k,x;x s )G ∗ (k,x;x g )G(k,x;x g ) (8)
x s ,x g

is the resolution function or the PSF. Converting (7) into
space domain, we have
(9)
I (x, x ′′ ) = R(x, x ′′ )∗ m(x, x ′′ )
where ∗ denotes convolution, and variable x indicate the
operator R is localized and varies with space. The PSF
carries the full information regarding the distortion of the
image, including those from the acquisition geometry and
overburden structures. Ideally, the structure M can be
retrieved by deconvolving R from the image I . In this
way, the uneven illumination can be compensated, and thus
the overall quality of the image can be approved. This
forms the basis of image correction. Illumination response
for a structure with dipping angle θ is defined as
acquisition dip response (ADR), which can be extracted
from PSF (Xie et al., 2006)

D(x,θ ) = ∫

k∈cêθ

R(x,k)eik⋅x dk ,

(10)

where êθ is a unit vector along direction θ , and c is an
arbitrary number. The integration is along polar angle θ in
wavenumber domain.
Calculating the PSF
In equation (9), if m(x, x ′′ ) is a delta function,
I (x, x ′′ ) = R(x, x ′′ ) . In other words, we can directly
calculate PSF by imaging a very small scatter. Given that
the macro model for migration imaging is known, we insert
a one-grid point velocity perturbation to the model, and
calculate two sets of synthetic data, one for the macro
model itself and the other for the macro model with the
point perturbation. By subtracting the response from the
macro model from the response from model with point
perturbation, we obtain the scattered wave purely from the
point scatter. Conducting migration image using the pure
scattered wave, we obtain the image for the point scatter
and it will be treated as the PSF at that location.
We have to choose proper magnitude of the velocity
perturbation for both maintaining the signal to noise ratio
and to meet the Born approximation. Because the
illumination function is a slow varying function, we can
calculate PSF in a sparse grid and use interpolation to
obtain its value over the entire model. For efficiency, we
will embed multiple spikes in the model and calculate their
responses simultaneously. These spikes must be dense
enough to let the interpolation accurate, yet be well
separated to make multiple scatterings between spikes
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negligible. We will use numerical test to check these
factors and find right parameters for accurately calculating
the PSF.
Shown in Figure 1 is a shot record for a 10 Hz Ricker
source located at surface at distance 3.6 km. A constant
model with a velocity of 3 km/s is used and the grid size is
12 m by 12 m. The receivers are evenly distributed on the
surface with an interval of 24 m. We embed spikes with 10%
perturbation, occupying a single grid point in the velocity
model to generate the scattered wave for calculating the
PSF. Shown in the top row are responses for a spike array
of 120 m by 120 m, where 1a is calculated simultaneously
for the entire spike array, 1b is obtained by combining
responses from single spikes. Thus 1a contains primary
scatterings plus all high order multiples, while 1b is
composed of only single scattered waves. By subtracting 1b
from 1a, we obtain all multiples, which is shown in 1c.
Comparing 1c with 1b or 1a gives how the multiple
scattering may contaminate the PSF calculation. The
second and third rows in Figure 1 are similar to that shown
in the first row, except the spike array is 240m by 240 m
and 480m by 480 m. The results indicate that the undesired
high order scatterings become weaker as the distance
between spikes increases. For distance up to 480 m, the
amplitude of multiple scatterings is 3 orders of magnitude
smaller than the primary scattering, which is acceptable for
accurate PSF calculation.
We use data in Figures 1 to image the embedded spikes and
investigate the influence of multiple scatterings. Shown in
Figure 2a is the image calculated using data in Figures 1g
and in 2b is the image from all high-order scatterings,
which can be treated as the unwanted artifacts. Consistent
with the tendency in Figure 1, the high-order influence
decreases as the distance between spikes increases. For
scatters separated by 480 m, the image of the spikes is
acceptable for calculating localized PSF and the following
wavenumber domain operation.
PSF applied in illumination analyses
For illumination analysis, we turn the PSF into Acquisition
dip response (ADR). Figure 3 illustrates the process of
correcting reflectivity in depth image using the target ADR.
The model is composed of four reflectors in a constant
background of 3.5 km/s. The spike type reflectors have a
velocity of 4.0 km/s. Shown in Figure 3a is the prestack
depth image, with its amplitude picked and shown in 3b.
The amplitudes from different reflectors change
substantially due to their depth and local dipping angles,
particularly in the middle of the first reflector. The part
with steep dipping angle has the minimum amplitude.
Shown in Figure 3c are PSF calculated along the reflector
and the target ADR is calculated from PSF and shown in
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Figure 3d. The PSFs are calculated every 5 grids on the
reflector and interpolated to the entire reflector. The results
reveal that the target ADR closely reproduces the amplitude
change along the reflector. The weakly illuminated part
corresponds to sections with steepest dip and minimum
image amplitude. Using the calculated ADR, the image
amplitude can be corrected and the results are shown in 3e.
The strongly biased amplitude in the original image is
largely corrected.
Next, we apply illumination analysis for the 2D SEG salt
model shown in Figure 4a. The PSFs are calculated every
20 grids and shown in 4b. To reduce the artifacts from
multiple scatterings, we actually calculate 4 groups of PSFs
each with 40 grid space, followed by shifting them to form
this 20 grid PSF array. We then convert the PSF to ADR
and interpolate the result to obtain ADR maps at different
dipping angles. A group of such maps with dipping angles
at -45º, -15º, 15º and 45º are shown in Figures 4c to 4f. It
clearly reveals that, in subsalt shadow zone, the
illuminations of different dipping angles performs
differently
Figure 2: a) Image of the spikes using data shown in Figure 1g and
b) the artifacts caused by high-order multiple scatterings.

Figure 1: Top row: response from 120 m by 120 m spike array,
middle row: from 240 m by 240 m array, and bottom row: from
480 m by 480 m array. Left column: responses calculated
simultaneously for the entire array, middle column: responses
composed from single spike response, and right column: highorder scatterings obtained by subtracting single-scattering waves
from response including multiples.

Figure 3: a) Prestack depth image for a 5-layer model, b) the
amplitudes picked from individual reflectors, c) PSF calculated
along the reflector at every 5 grids, d) target ADR calculated from
the PSF, e) corrected image by d), and f) the amplitudes picked
from corrected image.

PSF applied to resolution analyses and image
compensation
As an example, we explain the process of image correction
with PSF. As indicated in equation (9), the image is a
distorted version of the subsurface structure, and can be
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expressed as the convolution between the PSF and the
structure. Thus by deconvolving the PSF from the image, it
is expected we can obtain an improved image of the
subsurface structure. In Figure 5, shown in the top panel is
the original prestack depth image. The region windowed by
the red square is chosen to demonstrate the procedure. In
the middle, from left to right are the original image, the
space-domain PSF, the wavenumber-domain image, the
wavenumber-domain PSF, and the corrected image. The
actual correction is implemented by division in the
wavenumber domain. Compared with the original image,
the correction significantly enhances the structure and
reduces the artifact caused by the favorite illumination. By
repeatedly using the PSF to deconvolve the entire image,
we obtain a corrected SEG salt image shown in the bottom.
Figure 5: a) Original prestack depth image. b) Process of localized
image correction. The red square indicates the size of spatial
sampling window. c) Image corrected by PSF deconvolution.

Conclusions
We develop an efficient method of calculating the point
spread function by imaging a point scatter using the pure
scattered waves. When the distance is properly chosen, the
effect of high-order scatterings due to multiple scatters
embedded simultaneously in the model is negligible. The
PSF can be used for extracting information in dip angle
domain and for illumination and resolution analyses. The
method can easily implemented with current migration
method. Numerical examples show that the biased image
due to the joint effect of uneven illumination and complex
subsurface structure is corrected.
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Figure 4 a) Velocity model of the SEG/EAGE 2D profile A-A' b)
Image of the point scatters (PSF). ADRs for selected dip angles of
c) -45°d) -15°e) 15°and f) 45°
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